
 
What is the value of 33 3 3 3
We have

3 t 3 3 3 27 t 9 3
33

Two rectangles measuring 6cm x 7cm and 8cm x 9cm
overlap as shown The region shaded grey has area

32cm What is the area of the black region

We have
white region 6 7 grey region

42 32

10

so black region 8 9 white region
72 10

62cm
Paul is 32 years old In 10 years time Paul's

age will be the sum of the ages of his 3 sons

What do the ages of each of Paul's 3 sons

add up to at present
Suppose the current total of his sons ages is n



We have

n t 30 32 t 10

add 30 on the LHS since each of the 3

sons ages 10 years
n 12

What is the value of
3 6 Eg

we have Fa I I I
I t 4 t 7

10

The base of a pyramid has n edges What
is the difference between the number of edges
of the pyramid and the number of its Faces

The total number of edges in the pyramid is 2n

the base has n edges and also in vertices each

of which joins up with the vertex at the top
of the pyramid
The total number of faces is ntl the base
itself plus one Face connecting each edge on

the base to the top of the pyramid
So the answer is

Zn ntl n I



The diagram shows a grid of 16 identical equilateral
triangles How many different rhombuses are there made
up of two adjacent small triangles

Vertical 6

Horizontal down It 6

Horizontal up 47 6

So the total is 3 6 18

Some rectangular sheets of paper all the same

site are placed in a pile The pile is then folded
in half to form a booklet The pages arc then



numbered in order 12,3 From the First to the last
On one of the sheets the sum of the numbers on

the Four pages is 58 How many sheets of paper
were there at the start
Suppose there are n pieces of paper initially
Each sheet makes 4 pages so page numbers go
From 1 to Un

Pages Pages
a 1 a Un att Lin a 2

Suppose the page Facing upwards on the right hand
side of this piece of paper is page p
We have a 1 pages after p by symmetry since page
a has a 1 pages before it so

p la l 4n p 4n a 1

So
a I ta t Lin a I t Lin a t 2 58

8h t 2 58

8N 56

n 7



A puzzle starts with 9 numbers placed in a grid
as shown On each move you are allowed to swap
any two numbers The aim is to arrange for the
total of the numbers in each row to be a multiple
of 3 What is the smallest number of moves needed

7 5 4

11 10 16

22 19 8

Replace each number with its value mod 3

I 2 I

211
T2

For the total of each row to be a multiple
of 3 we must have all the Z's in a single row

This takes 2 moves eg

7 5 4 11 5 4 11 5 8 24

11 10 16 7 10 16 7 10 16 33

22 19 8 22 19 8 22 19 4 45



The diagram represents a rectangular Fishing net made
From ropes knotted together at the points shown The
net is cut several times each cent severs precisely
one section of rope between two adjacent knots What
is the largest number of such cuts that can be made
without splitting the net into two separate pieces

In order to stay connected We have a required
minimum number of sections of rope Each knot after the
First requires at least one additional section of rope
Here we have 5 7 35 knots so we need at least
34 sections of rope We start with 5 horizontal lines of
6 sections and 7 vertical lines of 4 sections for a

total of 6 5 7 4 58 sections

So we can make a maximum of 58 34 24 cuts
This is doable

So the answer is 24



A Figure of 8 track is constructed From two circles

a large circle of radius 2 and a small circle of

radius 1 Two cars X Y start out From the positions
shown X at the top of the large circular part Y at
the bottom of the small circular part Each car travels
around the complete circuit in the directions shown by
the arrows If Y travels twice as fast as X how
Far must travel before the cars collide

The circumference of the small circle is

21T The circumference of the large
circle is 41T
Suppose that X travels IT units in t see
Then Y travels 2T units in t see

t see 2T see 3T Sec

Y
uYo x

TX 11T X

TI it
x andY

so X has travelled 31T units at this point



Every digit of a given positive integer is either a 3 or

a 4 with each occurring at least once The integer is

divisible by both 3 and 4 What is the smallest such
integer
Since the integer is divisible by 3 the sum of its
digits is a multiple of 3 As there is at least one

4 the number of fours in the integer must be a

multiple of 3
Since the number is divisible by 4 it should end
in a 4 not a 3

Try 3444 861 4 3444 so this works
A 3 3 grid contains nine numbers not necessarily
integers one in each cell Each number is doubled to
obtain the number on its immediate right and trebled
to obtain the number immediately below it If the sum
OF the nine numbers is 13 what is the value of the
number in the central cell
Suppose the number in the top left cell is so
Then we can Fill out the rest of the grid

X 2x 4K

3x Gx 12k

9x 182C 36 a



We have
X t 2k t 4x t 3k t Ga t 122C t 9 x

t 18k t 36k 13

91 x 13

x

The number in the central cell is

6Gx
7

When Dad gave out the pocket money Amy
received twice as much as her First brother three
times as much as the second Four times as much

as the third and Five times as much as the last
brother Peter complained that he had received 30p
less than Tom Find all the possible amounts of money
that Amy could have received
Everyone must receive a whole number of pence
Suppose that Amy receives 60N pence Then

1st brother 30N pence
2nd brother 20N pence
3rd brother Isn pence
4th brother 12N pence

There are 4oz 6 ways to pick a pair of brothers to
be Peter and Tom
Casely Tom gets 30N Peter gets 20N
Then 30 Ion n 3 Amy gets 180p



Casey Tom gets 30N Peter gets 15N
Then 30 Isn n 2 Amy gets 120ps
Case 3 Tom gets 30N Peter gets 12h
Then 30 18N n 513 NOT possible since the
2nd brother receives 10013 which is not an integer
Case 4 Tom gets 20N Peter gets Isn
then 30 Sn n 6 Amy gets 360p
Cases Tom gets Zon Peter gets 12N
Then 30 8n n 1514 Not possible since the 3rd
brother gets 22514 which is not an integer
cased Tom gets Isn Peter gets 12h
Then 30 3n n to Amy gets 600ps

In triangle ABC M lies on AC and N lies on

AB so that LBNC 4x LBcN 6x and

BMC LCBM Sx Prove that SABC is isosceles

Let P be the point of intersection between line

segments BM and CN



By angle sum of triangle SBCP

BPC 180 5k GK 180 Ilx

By supplementary angles
MPC 180 LBPC 11K

By vertically opposite angles
NPB tix

By angle sum of SBPN

LP BN 180 112L Lix 180 152C

By angle sum of SCPM

PCM 180 Ilse Sx 180 16k

We have
ABC 180 15 x t Sx 180 10x

ACB 180 16K t 67C 180 10x

since LABC LACB SABC is isosceles

1180 Isn

7117L180
11k

i
180 16k



Calum and his friend cycle From A to G passing through 13
During the trip he asks his friend how Far they have
cycled His Friend replies one third as far as it is from
here to B Ten miles later Calum asks him how far

they have to cycle to reach C His friend replies again
one third as far as it is from here to B How far
From A wilt Calum have cycled when he reaches C

When he asks the First question they are closer to

A than B When he asks the second question they are

closer to c than B

Draw a diagram

A Q B Q C

l r p p p
c a a

X 3K 3y T

Let the point where he asks the First question be Q
and the second Q2
If the distance From A to Q is x then the
distance From Q to B is 3k
If the distance From Qr to c is y then the
distance From B to Q is 3y
We know that the distance From Q to Q2 is 10 miles

3k t 3g 10 xty 1013
The distance From A to C is

Lilxtyl 431 miles



Pat has a number of counters to place into the cells of
a 3 3 grid She may place any number of counters in

each cell or leave some of the cells empty She then
Finds the number of counters in each row and column

Pat is trying to place counters in such a way that
these six totals are all different What is the smallest
total number of counters that Pat can use

To have six different totals the minimum possible totals
are 0,1 2,3 4 5
For a total of 0 one row or column would have to
contain all Zeros Suppose the other six cells contain
values a b c d e f
If we add up the six totals we get twice the
sum of the cells since each is counted twice once

as part of a row once as part of a column

So
O O 2 at b t c t d te t f I 2 31 41 5

a b c IS
d e f But this is impossible since the LHS
is even and the RHS is odd
The next smallest options for the totals are 011,213
4,6

O O O 0 This is possible

o o z z
So the minimum number of counters is

I 4 I 6 21 1 t 4 t I 8
I 4 3


